
Shaping the future of store ops & 
workforce management. 

logile.com

Transformational store 
planning, execution & WFM 
proven for real-world retail.  



Retail is constantly evolving, and your brick-and-mortar 
stores are no exception. As consumers seek a more 
personal and streamlined experience, your service levels 
and execution must be spot-on. 
Labor is your largest controllable expense. We work with you to bridge 
your workforce management and store efficiency gaps so you can achieve 
operational excellence and deliver the best service at the optimal cost.

Why is Logile better than our competitors? We enable you to understand 
the true cost of labor. The proven Logile difference: Best innovation and functionality. 
Most advanced logic. Still easy to use. Best ongoing support and partnership. It’s 
everything you need to transform store performance with intelligent, optimized, 
automated workforce management and in-store planning and execution. Your pace, 
your way.

Reengineer. Level-set your store for success with industrial engineering, best-practice efficient 
work methods, and industry labor standards tailored with store-specific characteristics.

Plan. Forecast demand and plan to true labor requirements with the industry’s most accurate AI 
and machine learning-driven forecasting and sophisticated labor modeling and staff planning. 

Execute. Schedule and engage store associates 
to flawlessly execute to plan with the industry’s only 
storewide, task-based scheduler, time tracking, and 
advanced task and communication management—all 
with mobile employee self-service. 

Perform. Dynamically act, manage and measure 
operations with smart, continuous reforecasting and 
mobile KPI dashboard alerts and reporting. 

Learn. Enhance your ongoing skills and knowledge 
with product, subject matter and personal 
development training and elearning opportunities for 
sustainable success.

Our solutions enable 
retailers worldwide to:

• Understand true labor costs 
and impacts

• Improve employee and 
operational efficiency

• Boost profitability and retention

• Address current and future 
regulatory compliance

• Enhance the shopping 
experience for millions of 
consumers every day



Our Solutions
Enterprise Standards Manager & Labor Model. We help you build and maintain engineered labor 
standards, and our labor modeling and analytics deliver visibility into your true work requirements and costs. Profitably 
drive comprehensive labor planning and execution management with confidence.  

Forecasting & Staff Planning. Our AI-driven, machine-learning forecasting solution boasts 95% accuracy, the 
best in industry. Benefit from continuous reforecasting, forecast granularity at the 15-minute, task level. Staff planning has 
never been so easy; derive accurate staffing by 15-minute intervals—by labor task—to plan labor when you need it.

Staffing Analysis. Understand your cost of labor and service commitments with critical insights to manage 
staffing parameters and optimally place your labor hours.

Sales & Labor Planning. Our solution leverages data from Logile’s enterprise labor model to produce an 
objective and accurate bottom-up daily and weekly labor budget for the next week, next quarter or next financial year.

Employee Scheduling. Schedule the right associate for the right labor task at the right time to provide the 
best service. “Wall-to-wall” cross-scheduling generates the most effective schedule by utilizing associates across 
departments. Automate scheduling to the 15-minute level with metrics-backed performance; no edits required.

Employee Self-Service. Motivate today’s digitally driven workforce with mobile 24/7 self-service via Logile 
Connect for iOS and Android. Associates can swap and bid on shifts, change availability and more. Managers get real-
time visibility and also benefit from our Labor Wizard and Lychee, the world’s only WFM virtual assistant.

Time & Attendance. Accurately configure and manage complex pay, attendance, benefit and time-keeping 
rules, governmental regulations, and your business-defined policies. Dynamically process all time entries and edits in 
real time across your organization to control costs and ensure compliance.

Task Execution & Communication Management. Without consistent structure, methodology and 
process, simply sending out more communications distracts and confuses employees. Execute strategic initiatives with 
solutions that ensure your associates know what is expected while giving your managers an easy-to-use tool to monitor 
task compliance.

Performance Dashboards. Our KPI dashboards deliver the visual, real-time operational insight store 
managers need on their mobile devices to keep them out on the store floor while proactively protecting performance.

Food Safety. We go beyond temp checks and logs and provide you with unique solution-driven guidance to 
keep your customers safe and protect your brand. Our solution helps with Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points 
(HACCP) program automation, training, utilization, measurement, reporting and compliance. 

Production Planning. Streamline prepared food production planning with forecasting, batch sequencing and 
more. Works with our Task Management & Food Safety for batch implementation and CCP management. 

Retail Services. We set you up for success to achieve organizational change and transformation. From industrial 
engineering, implementation, integration, training and labor support, we jumpstart your operational excellence journey and 
accelerate your evolution from Day One—and for the long haul.



Contact Us

About Us
Logile, Inc. delivers industry-leading retail solutions for in-store planning, execution and workforce 

management. Our proven AI and machine-learning technology and industrial engineering expertise help 

retailers worldwide provide the best customer service at the optimal cost. Labor standards, 

forecasting, scheduling, time and attendance, food safety, task management—we transform store 

operations.

logile.com    |    +1.972.550.6000  x1001    |    info@logile.com

Powering 20,000+ retail stores on six continents impacting 3,000,000+ employees

Did you know?

For the 3rd consecutive year, Logile is the only 

workforce management company to be named 

as a Top-20 overall best retail vendor on the 

RIS News Software LeaderBoard.
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